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PREFACE

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar has been receiving increasing attention in recent years from researchers, practitioners, and funding agencies. MIMO radar is characterized by using multiple antennas to simultaneously transmit diverse (possibly linearly independent) waveforms and by utilizing multiple antennas to receive the reflected signals. Like MIMO communications, MIMO radar offers a new paradigm for signal processing research. MIMO radar possesses significant potentials for fading mitigation, resolution enhancement, and interference and jamming suppression. Fully exploiting these potentials can result in significantly improved target detection, parameter estimation, as well as target tracking and recognition performance.

The objective of this contributed book is to introduce more recent developments on MIMO radar, to stimulate new concepts, theories, and applications of the topic, and to foster further cross-fertilization of ideas with MIMO communications. This book, which is the first to present a coherent picture of the MIMO radar topic, includes an excellent list of contributions by distinguished authors from both academia and research laboratories.

The book is organized as follows. The first seven chapters focus on the merits of the waveform diversity, allowed by transmit and receive antenna arrays containing elements that are collocated, to improve the radar performance, while the last three chapters exploit the diversity, offered by widely separated transmit/receive antenna elements, to achieve performance gains.

Chapter 1, by J. Li (University of Florida) and P. Stoica (Uppsala University), shows that waveform diversity enables MIMO radar superiority in several fundamental aspects, including improved parameter identifiability, direct applicability of many adaptive as well as parametric techniques to the received data to improve target
detection and parameter estimation performance, and better flexibility of transmit beampattern designs. Chapter 2, by K. W. Forsythe and D. W. Bliss (MIT Lincoln Laboratory), provides an interesting historical review of radar as well as the current state of the MIMO radar research. This chapter also covers a wide range of fundamental topics from MIMO virtual aperture, performance bounds, and waveform optimization, to minimum detectable velocity of MIMO ground moving-target indicator (GMTI) radars. Chapter 3, by G. San Antonio, D. R. Fuhrmann (Washington University), and F. C. Robey (MIT Lincoln Laboratory), addresses a basic radar issue: how to extend the conventional Woodward’s ambiguity function to MIMO radars. The MIMO ambiguity functions provided in the chapter can simultaneously characterize the effects of array geometry, transmitted waveforms, and target scattering on resolution performance. Chapter 4, by J. Tabrikian (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev) presents performance bounds and techniques for target localization using MIMO radar. Insights into and properties of the target localization techniques are also given. Chapter 5, by B. Friedlander (University of California at Santa Cruz), considers waveform design, based on target and clutter statistics, to improve the radar target detection and parameter estimation performance. Chapter 6, by C.-Y. Chen and P. P. Vaidyanathan (California Institute of Technology), focuses on fast-time MIMO spacetime adaptive processing (STAP) and provides new algorithms to fully utilize the geometry and structure of the covariance matrix of the jammer and clutter to achieve reduced computational complexity while maintaining a good signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR). Chapter 7, by V. F. Mecca (Duke University) and D. Ramakrishnan (Qualcomm Inc.), F. C. Robey (MIT Lincoln Laboratory), and J. L. Kroll (Duke University), is concerned with slow-time MIMO spacetime adaptive processing and its application to over-the-horizon radar clutter mitigation. The waveform orthogonality is achieved by phase coding from pulse-to-pulse (and hence the term “slowtime”), which has the important advantage of hardware implementation simplicity.

Chapter 8, by H. D. Griffiths (Cranfield University), C. J. Baker and P. F. Sammartino (University College London), and M. Rangaswamy (Air Force Research Laboratory), studies the performance and utilities of distributed MIMO radar networks that exploit the target scintillation as an advantage, and provides insights into the MIMO framework as applied to radar. Chapter 9, by H. Godrich, and A. M. Haimovich (New Jersey Institute of Technology) and R. S. Blum (Lehigh University), contains a comprehensive overview of the concepts and applications of a MIMO radar system with widely separated antennas. This chapter also discusses ambiguity functions and performance bounds, as well as techniques for high-resolution target localization. Finally, Chapter 10, by A. De Maio (Università degli Studi di Napoli “Federico II”) and M. Lops (Università degli Studi di Cassino), concentrates on developing statistical MIMO techniques via optimizing spacetime code matrices and on providing useful insights into the interplay between detection performance and code matrix choice.

We are grateful to the authors who have contributed the chapters of this book for their excellent work. We would also like to acknowledge the contributions of several other people and organizations to the completion of this book. Most of our work in
the area of waveform diversity exploitation and its applications to MIMO radar and biomedical engineering has been an outgrowth of our research programs in array signal processing. We would like to thank those who have supported our research in this area: the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Office of Naval Research (ONR), the Army Research Office (ARO), the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the Swedish Science Council (VR). We also wish to thank George Telecki (Associate Publisher) and Melissa Valentine as well as Rachel Witmer (Editorial Assistants) at Wiley for their efforts on the publication of this book. Finally, we gratefully acknowledge Mr. Xing Tan, who helped us put this book together.
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